
 

Francisco Ventures® is a company committed to developing state-of-the-art platforms which push the 
limits of cyber security, engineering, small form factor and low power consumption. In addition to 
development of secure platforms and engineering expertise, Francisco Ventures® develops innovative 
products that run on these platforms for both commercial and government applications.  

For years, companies continue to choose their own embedded board from a huge variety of embedded 
solutions in order to meet custom needs - but those often do not meet the criteria of cyber security. Our 
tiny computer platforms enable many companies to secure their embedded solutions on top of their 
chosen commercial hardware platforms - which in many times lack security by design.  

UNIVEX™ & QUAM™ series were designed to operate as a complete and isolated hardware based 
secure computer systems, thus making UNIVEX™ & QUAM™ a powerful platforms to develop and 
design security applications ,run multiple operating systems, store sensitive information, provide high 
identity protection, create a hardware based VPN tunnel and even implement a complete RISC-V CPU 
over the Xilinx FPGA Core. 

The embeddable UNIVEX™ Pro & QUAM™ Q7 series integrates a powerful Xilinx® MPSOC 
Ultrascale+ core for secure, high performance design flexibility and unique protection, combining 
physical sensors with top-notch security elements. These rich features create a complete, isolated and 
secure embedded computer in a tiny Mini-PCIe or M.2 form factor.  

Francisco Ventures® Products and design philosophy is to provide the best of two worlds :  

* Development teams continue working with their own embedded hardware without any significant 
change 

* UNIVEX/QUAM plugged on top of supported embedded hardware in order to allow isolation of 
sensitive operation from the main board (such as : encryption, decryption , firmware verification , VPN, 
secret keys ,  physical factor authentication, anti tampering, intellectual property protection, etc..)  

* Francisco provides an open system for loading various operating systems, while the customer board 
(embedded host) is running its own operating system , This design will help to completely isolate 
between secure and unsecured zones and help development teams to focus on the app instead of the 
security - while the security experts can focus on the security side and write their own secure API/App 
within Francisco hardware platforms inside.  

* Francisco’s tiny secure computers enable companies to secure their embedded solutions on top of their 
own Hardwares.  

* In addition, by using Francisco’s hardware ,companies can now easily transform from one embedded 
platform to another. 

* For more information please visit: https://francisco.ventures 
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Typical use cases are: 

* Secure Embedded platforms 
* Intellectual Property Protection (company source code, firmware or any 

sensitive data) 
* Hardware & Software isolation - Provides an isolated 

embedded platform for sensitive data processing  
* VPN - create E2E secure communication  
* ZeroTrust & Identity Protection (Hardware & Software) 
* RISC-V implementation over Xilinx FPGA 
* Secure Real time applications  
* IoT & Cloud security (Servers) 
* Physical Factor authentication  
* Cryptocurrency Protection    
* Protecting critical infrastructure 

 

FRANCISCO VENTURES® ,specializes in nation-states cyber security and develop innovative 
technologies for governments and corporations to overcome sophisticated challenges. The 
company design and manufacture proprietary security products and focuses on providing cutting 
edge technologies based on unconventional thinking and decades of expertise in the national 
grade cyber security. 

This document, its content and the information it contains may not be reproduced, redistributed or sold, in whole or in part, without prior written 
permission. FRANCISCO VENTURES  JM LTD (“FRANCISCO”) who offer its services and products accept no liability whatsoever for actions 
of any party in this respect. This document is for general information purposes only and is not to be construed under any circumstances as 
guarantee or assurance for any outcome. This document and the ideas and suggestions do not constitute as legal advice. Although FRANCISCO 
made every effort to use reliable, up-to-date comprehensive information and suggestions, it is provided without any warranty of any kind, 
expressed or implied. FRANCISCO assume no responsibility for any action by any party. FRANCISCO disclaim any responsibility to update or 
correct any of the information and /or conclusions which may be the result of reading this document. In no event FRANCISCO, shareholders, 
employees or agents, be liable to you or any party for any loss arising from any act or omission, or any reliance placed on, or use of, the 
information provide herein by any party, or any consequential, special or similar damage even if advised of the possibility of such damages. 
Anything and everything in this is confidential and proprietary. 

Unauthorized use, duplication, or modification of this document in whole or in part without the written consent of FRANCISCO VENTURES JM 
LTD. is strictly prohibited. By providing this document, FRANCISCO VENTURES JM LTD. is not making any representations regarding the 
correctness or completeness of its contents and reserves the right to alter this document at any time without notice. Features listed in this 
document are subject to change. Not all functionality is available in all configurations. Please contact Francisco Ventures for current product 
features and specifications. All marks referenced herein with the ® or TM symbol are registered trademarks or trademarks of FRANCISCO 
VENTURES JM LTD. or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. All other marks are trademarks of their respective owners. © 2020 FRANCISCO 
VENTURES JM LTD. All Rights Reserved Worldwide.
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